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Upcoming Events
2019 Accolade Users Conference (/Events/2019-Accolade-Users-Conference)
October 7, 2019 | Newport, RI
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Recent Blog Posts
Second Half 2019 Market Outlook | July 5, 2019 (/Blog/Market-Commentary/July-2019/Second-Half-
2019-Market-Outlook)
As we approach the midpoint of the year, both the markets and the US economic outlook look signi�cantly
different than they did just six months ago. The volatility that has been the hallmark of the �nancial markets so far
this year has had several causes, with a burgeoning trade war between the world’s two largest economies, a
transition in US monetary policy, and a moderation in US economic activity all playing large parts. The result of all
this has been a steep decline in interest rates, with the discussion of a Fed rate cut occurring less than six months
after the FOMC last hiked rates.

Yields Close Quarter on Down Note | June 28, 2019 (/Blog/Market-Commentary/June-2019/Yields-
Close-Quarter-on-Down-Note)
Yields edged lower during the �nal week of the quarter as stocks moved higher, with the S&P 500 nearing a 6.8%
gain for the month

FOMC Meeting Pushes Yields Lower | June 24, 2019 (/Blog/Market-Commentary/June-2019/FOMC-
Meeting-Pushes-Yields-Lower)
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Fixed income markets had another tumultuous week, although the driver this week was FOMC policy rather than
the US-China trade situation...

FOMC Statements, Poor Payrolls Lead to Yield Declines | June 10, 2019 (/Blog/Market-
Commentary/June-2019/FOMC-Statements-Poor-Payrolls-Lead-to-Yield-Declin)
Another tumultuous week ended with lower yields, with large declines on the short end of the curve...
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